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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>tissueTreg</th>
<th>Epigenomes and transcriptomes of tissue resident regulatory T cells</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Description**

The package provides ready to use epigenomes (obtained from TWGBS) and transcriptomes (RNA-seq) from various tissues. Regulatory T cells (Treg cells) perform two distinct functions: they maintain self-tolerance, and they support organ homeostasis by differentiating into specialized tissue Treg cells. The underlying dataset characterises the epigenetic and transcriptomic modifications for specialized tissue Treg cells.

**Source**


**Examples**

```r
eh <- ExperimentHub::ExperimentHub()

# RNA-seq RPKM data:
se_rpkms <- eh[["EH1074"]]

# Whole genome bisulfite sequencing data as bsseq objects:
tregs_per_sample <- eh[["EH1072"]]
tregs_per_tissue <- eh[["EH1073"]]
```
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